KNOWN SPELLS OF THE CURRENT ERA

T

here are 716 wizard spells. No more, no less. This number is known because Leetore the Limicker, a
great mage of the fourth aeon, successfully contacted a somnolent elder god that sussurated several
secrets (in limerick form, of course) before drowsing off forever. It is the measure of success for ev
ery wizard to ﬁll his spell book with as many of these 716 spells as can be found in his lifetime.
Thus, the spells that follow are by no means all the spells in the world. They are merely some that are known
among the more quotidian wizards of Aereth. As most wizards will never see more than a few of these spells
recorded together, they are listed here together as a convenience for play, nothing more. Should your charac
ter ever know more than this many spells, he will be a great mage.
Cleric spells are not so rigidly deﬁned. Each god’s domain offers both powers and limitations, such that the
boundaries of a cleric’s magic are a bit more ﬂexible. And the gods themselves change over time, of course.
Spells are organized alphabetically. The tables below organize the spells by level, while each spell entry pro
vides more detail. (Note to reader: for purposes of this public beta, we have only included 1st level spells. A
more complete spell table appears in the complete DCC RPG.)

LEVEL 1 WIZARD SPELLS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Animal summoning
Cantrip
Charm person
Chill touch
Choking cloud
Color spray
Comprehend languages
Detect magic
Enlarge
Find familiar
Invoke patron*
Magic missile
Magic shield
Mending
Patron bond*
Read magic
Ropework
Runic alphabet, mortal
Sleep
Spider climb
Ventriloquism
Ward portal
(Patron spell)**

* If either patron bond or invoke patron is rolled, the
wizard receives both of these spells, but they count as
only one spell slot.
** Ignore this result if the wizard does not have the
spell patron bond. If the wizard has that spell, he also
gains the appropriate patron spell. Consult your
judge for more information.
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LEVEL 1 CLERIC SPELLS
Blessing
Darkness
Detect evil
Detect magic
Holy sanctuary
Paralysis
Protection from evil
Resist cold
Second sight
Word of command

TABLE OF SPELL RESULTS
LEVEL 1 WIZARD SPELLS

Animal Summoning
Level

1

Range

20’

Duration

Varies

Casting time

1 round

Save

None

Manifestation

Roll 1d6: (1) an egg shimmers into existence, then hatches into the animal summoned;
(2) a ﬂash of dark clouds and the animal appears; (3) the animal’s skeleton appears ﬁrst,
then organs appear, then muscles knit them together, then skin grows, and the animal
appears; (4) animal erupts from the ground fully formed.

General

You invoke animal spirits to summon forth a mundane animal. You must be familiar
with the animal type and have some material remnant to expend in casting the spell (e.g.,
hair, fur, paw, tooth, skull, etc.).

1 11

Lost. Failure.

12 13

You summon one mundane animal of 1 HD or less. Animal will remain for up to 1 hour,
though it hungers, thirsts, and rests as normal. Animal will obey your commands within
normal bounds; suicidal commands or those contrary to its nature (e.g., ordering a rabbit
to consume meat) have a 50% chance of releasing the animal from service, in which case
it returns to whence it came. Due to the nature of the summoning, you cannot directly
harm the creature summoned.

14 17

As above, but you may summon up to two 1 HD animals or one 2 HD animal.

18 19

As above, but the spell’s duration is extended to 2 hours.

20 23

As above, but suicidal or contrary commands have only a 25% chance of failure.

24 27

As above, but you may summon up to four 1 HD creatures, two 2 HD creatures, or one
4 HD creature.

28 29

As above, but the spell’s duration is extended to 4 hours. In addition, suicidal or contrary
commands have only a 10% chance of failure.

30 31

As above, but you may summon up to eight 1 HD creatures, four 2 HD creatures, two 4
HD creatures, or one 8 HD creatures.

32+

As above, but the spell’s duration is extended to 24 hours and contrary or suicidal com
mands have only a 1% chance of failure.
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Cantrip
Level

1

Range

Varies

Duration

Varies

Casting time

1 action

Save

Will vs. spell check as applicable

Manifestation

Varies

General

As wizards learn their craft, they practice many minor incantations that produce simple
visual or auditory effects. This spell can be used to apply magical energy to many minor
tasks. With the inherent risks that come from spellcasting, few wizards are so bold as to
frequently invoke cantrips, but their availability is sometimes valuable. The cantrip spell
can be used to enact any effect the caster pronounces at casting, within the limits of the
spell, as outlined on the spell check table below.

1 11

Lost. Failure.

12 13

You can create a simple visual effect at a distance of up to 20’ per caster level. For ex
ample, a ﬂash of light, dancing lights, a ray of moonlight, or a patch of darkness.

14 17

As above, or you can create a simple auditory effect at similar range. For example, a
whispered sentence, enhancing his voice to a booming shout, a fake dog bark, or basic
ventriloquism.

18 19

As above, or you can create a simple kinetic effect at similar range. For example, shove
a mug off a table, tear the buttons off a dress, twist a knob, or cause a deck of cards to
shufﬂe itself.

20 23

As above, or you can generate a dangerous ﬂuid or energy of some kind, that does up to
1d3 damage. For example, a dollop of acid or a freezing chill.

24 27

As above.

28 29

As above.

30 31

As above.

32+

As above.
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Charm Person
Level

1

Range

120’

Duration

Varies

Casting time

1 round

Save

Will vs. check

Manifestation

Roll 1d6: (1) ﬂash of light’ (2) lulling harmony; (3) black cloud; (4) glittering pixie dust;
(5) black beam; (6) moonbeam from above

General

You charm an enemy to become your friend! Any mundane living humanoid can be af
fected normally. Druids can also use this spell on animals. Wizards can attempt this spell
on monsters and un dead with a 2 check penalty and attempt to affect outsiders and
demons with a 4 check penalty.

1 11

Lost. Failure.

12 13

The target must make a Will save or be dazed for 1d4 rounds. Dazed targets can move at
half speed but can perform no other actions.

14 17

The target must make a Will save or fall under your complete control, as if it were your
friend. However, the target will not perform actions that are suicidal or which a devoted
friend would not otherwise perform. Unfortunately, the target’s willpower must be forc
ibly subverted for you to exercise control, so it is but a shell of its former self, operating
at a 4 penalty to all ability scores while under your control. The target receives another
save to break the charm according to its original Intelligence, as follows: Int 3 6 = one
month; Int 7 9 = three weeks; Int 10 11 = two weeks; Int 12 15= one week; Int 16 17 =
three days; Int 18+ = next day. While affected by the spell, the target is marked by a sign
of your control. Roll 1d4: (1) odd facial tic; (2) deep bags under eyes; (3) posture and facial
expressions resemble caster; (4) hair stands straight up.

18 19

As above, but the target willfully submits with no penalty to ability scores.

20 23

As above, but there are no signs of control.

24 27

As above, but the spell affects a number of targets equal to caster level.

28 29

As above, but the spell affects a number of targets equal to 1d6 + caster level.

30 31

As above.

32+

As above, but the spell affects a number of targets equal to 2d6 + caster level.
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Chill Touch
Level

1

Range

Touch

Duration

Varies

Casting time

1 action

Save

Will vs. check

Manifestation

Roll 1d4: (1) your hands glow blue; (2) your hands turn black; (3) you emit a strong odor
of corruption; (4) your hands appear skeletal.

General

This necromantic spell delivers the chill touch of the dead. You must spellburn at least 1
point when casting this spell.

1 11

Lost. Failure.

12 13

Your hands are charged with necromancy. On the next round, the next creature you at
tack takes an additional 1d6 damage. Un dead creatures take an additional +2 points of
damage.

14 17

As above, and you gain a +2 bonus to the attack roll.

18 19

As above, and your hands stay charged with negative energy for 1 turn. During that
time, you can continue to touch enemies and inﬂict damage.

20 23

As above, and your touch also inﬂicts 1d4 Strength damage.

24 27

Your touch inﬂicts an additional 2d6 damage plus an additional 1d4 points of Strength
loss. You receive a +4 bonus to the attack roll, and the effect continues for 1 turn.

28 29

As above, and the spell’s duration is 2 turns.

30 31

As above, and you receive a +6 bonus to the attack roll.

32+

As above, and the spell’s duration is 1 hour.
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Choking Cloud
Level

1

Range

20’

Duration

Varies

Casting time

1 action

Save

None

Manifestation

Roll 1d8: (1) black cloud; (2) translucent mist; (3) explosion of ash; (4) geyser that erupts
from the ground below the target; (5) yellow green cloud; (6) red mist; (7) thick, oily fog;
(8) blue cloud.

General

You summon forth a cloud of caustic, acidic mist that chokes your target.

1 11

Lost. Failure.

12 13

One target is engulfed in a caustic, stinking cloud for 1d4 rounds, suffering a 1 penalty
to attack rolls, damage rolls, and saves during that time. The cloud follows the target; it
cannot escape.

14 17

As above, but up to 1d4 small individual clouds appear around selected multiple tar
gets.

18 19

A single acidic, poisonous cloud appears with a radius of 20’. For 1d6 rounds, targets in
the cloud suffer a 2 penalty to attacks rolls, damage rolls, and saves, and take 1 point of
damage each round. You can direct the cloud by concentrating; it moves up to 50’ per
round at his command.

20 23

As above, but the cloud lasts 2d6 rounds. In addition, targets must make a one time Fort
save or be poisoned ( 1d4 to Agility).

24 27

As above, but the cloud causes 2 points of damage for every round of exposure.

28 29

As above, but the cloud causes 4 points of damage for every round of exposure.

30 31

As above, but you can conjure two clouds, each with a radius of 40’.

32+

As above, but you can summon one cloud per caster level.
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Color Spray
Level

1

Range

40’

Duration

Instantaneous

Casting time

1 action

Save

Will vs. check

Manifestation

Roll 1d8: (1) spray of colored arrows; (2) rainbow from above; (3) ﬂash of variegated
hues; (4) spotlight of rotating colors from the sky; (5) cloud of many colors or a single
color; (6) shadow of subdued, washed out colors; (7) inversion of colors in the affected
area; (8) rope like coils of light that emanate from the caster’s ﬁngertips.

General

You summon forth a spray of brilliant colors that blind and dazzle your target.

1 11

Lost. Failure.

12 13

One target within range must make a Will save vs. spell check DC or be blinded for 1d4
rounds. Sightless creatures are immune.

14 17

As above, but up to two targets.

18 19

As above, but up to three targets are knocked unconscious and blinded for 2d4+1
rounds.

20 23

As above, but creatures of 2 HD or less receive no saving throw.

24 27

A blast of colored chaos affects all targets in a cone 40’ long and from 10’ to 30’ wide (at
tacker can decide). All targets, including your allies, within the cone are knocked uncon
scious and blinded for 3d4+1 rounds. Creatures of 2 HD or less receive no save; others
can attempt a Will save to resist. Sightless creatures are immune.

28 29

As above, but creatures of 4 HD or less receive no saving throw.

30 31

As above, but the cone can be up to 100’ long and from 10’ to 30’ wide.

32+

As above, but creatures of 6 HD or less receive no saving throw.
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Comprehend Languages
Level

1

Range

Self

Duration

Varies

Casting time

1 turn

Save

None

Manifestation

Roll 1d4: (1) your eyes glow; (2) text glows; (3) letters of text ﬂow into new, legible shapes;
(4) none.

General

You are able to understand non magical words or images (such as treasure maps) that
would otherwise be unintelligible.

1 11

Lost. Failure.

12 13

You can read writing in one terrestrial language for 1 turn. Terrestrial languages are those
spoken by mortal, earthbound creatures, such as dwarves, giants, and goblins. Some
sample of the language in question must be visible in front of you.

14 17

As above, and you can also understand the language in spoken form.

18 19

As above, and you can also speak the language in a very simple form, at the speech level
of a young child. For example, you can communicate basic desires but nothing com
plex.

20 23

As above, but the language can be supernatural or extraplanar in origin. For example,
you could speak with a demon or an elemental.

24 27

As above, and the spell’s duration is extended to 1 turn per caster level.

28 29

As above, or you can opt to cast this spell on a target to allow it to comprehend a lan
guage, either terrestrial or supernatural in origin, as per the effect above. If the target is
unwilling, it receives a Will save against your spell check.

30 31

As above, but the spell’s duration is extended to 1 hour per caster level.

32+

As above, but the spell’s duration is extended to 1 day per caster level.
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Enlarge
Level

1

Range

Touch

Duration

1 turn per caster level

Casting time

1 round

Save

None

Manifestation

Roll 1d4: (1) target visibly enlarges; (2) target disappears then re appears at greater size;
(3) hundreds of tiny workmen appear to chop apart the target’s body and re assemble
it in greater volume; (4) target reverse ages to the size and appearance of a baby, then
amazingly grows back to adult appearance at larger than its former size.

General

By touching a creature or object, you cause it grow in size! In this manner, ropes can
become longer, doors thicker, tables heavier, swords larger, and so on. Magical objects
so increased retain their original magical potency; e.g., a +1 sword does not become a +2
sword, it simply becomes a larger magical sword. You can learn the reverse of this spell,
reduce, which is used to make things smaller. Multiple castings of this spell do not stack,
though reduce may be used to cancel enlarge.

1 11

Lost. Failure.

12 13

The target increases in size and mass by 10%. It becomes visibly larger and potentially
intimidating, but not enough to confer statistical bonuses. Armor and equipment worn
by the target are similar enlarged.

14 17

The target increases in size by 25%, conferring a +1 bonus to Strength for living crea
tures.

18 19

The target increases in size by 50%, conferring a +2 bonus to Strength for living crea
tures.

20 23

The target doubles in size. A normal man becomes ogre sized with this result, receiving
a +3 bonus to Strength.

24 27

The target triples in size. A normal man is becomes giant sized with this result, receiving
a +4 bonus to Strength.

28 29

As above, but the sum of 200% growth may be spread among a number of targets equal
to caster level, within a range of 20’. For example, one target may grow 200% (to become
3x normal size), or two targets may each grow 100% (to each become 2x normal size), or
four targets may each grow 50%, or eight targets may each grow 25%, and so on.

30 31

As above, but the spell’s duration is doubled to 2 turns per caster level.

32+

As above, but the spell’s range is extended to 40’ and its duration to 3 turns per caster
level.
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Find Familiar
Level

1

Range

Self

Duration

Lifetime

Casting time

1 week

Save

None

Manifestation

Varies

General

This lengthy ritual prepares you to bond with a familiar. The familiar makes itself known
during the ceremony 50% of the time; otherwise, you make its acquaintance sometime
in the weeks following the ritual. The spell check is made upon completion of the ritual,
and a minimum spellburn of 10 points is required to cast this spell.
You gain hit points equal to the familiar’s and other powers as well, depending on the
creature summoned. Once you have summoned a familiar (whether you have met it or
not), you cannot summon another until the current one dies and a full moon passes.
If your familiar dies, you immediately keel over in intense pain, lose twice the familiar’s
hit points permanently, and suffer a 5 spell check penalty until the next full moon.
Your judge will provide more information.

1 11

Failure. Unlike normal spells, the spell is lost for an entire month, not simply one day.

12 13

Per judge.

14 17

Per judge.

18 19

Per judge.

20 23

Per judge.

24 27

Per judge.

28 29

Per judge.

30 31

Per judge.

32+

Per judge.
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Invoke Patron
Level

1

Range

Self

Duration

Varies

Casting time

1 round, and the spell may be cast only a limited number of times, according to results
of patron bond.

Save

None

Manifestation

Varies

General

In order to learn this spell, you must ﬁrst cast patron bond. The particulars of this spell
vary according to the terms of your patron. In casting this spell, you invoke the name of
your supernatural patron to request aid. This spell requires at least 1 point of spellburn.
The patron responds by sending aid according to the nature of its followers; your judge
will provide speciﬁcs. Note that continued casting of this spell may taint the wizard
spiritually and physically.

1 11

Failure. Unlike other spells, invoke patron may not be lost for the day. Depending on the
results of patron bond, you may still be able to cast it.

12 13

Per judge.

14 17

Per judge.

18 19

Per judge.

20 23

Per judge.

24 27

Per judge.

28 29

Per judge.

30 31

Per judge.

32+

Per judge.
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Magic Missile
Level

1

Range

150’ or more

Duration

Instantaneous

Casting time

1 action or 1 turn (see below)

Save

None

Manifestation

Roll 1d10: (1) meteor; (2) ﬂaming arrow; (3) force arrow; (4) screaming, clawing eagle;
(5) black beam; (6) ball lightning; (7) splash of acid; (8) ray of frost; (9) force dagger; (10)
force axe.

General

You hurl a magical missile that automatically hits your enemy.

1 11

Lost. Failure.

12 13

You can throw a single missile that does 1 point of damage. You must have line of sight
to the target. The missile ﬂows unerringly and never misses, though it may be blocked
by certain magic (e.g., magic shield).

14 17

As above, but you hurl a single missile that does damage equal to 1d4 + caster level.

18 19

As above, but you hurl 1d4 missiles that each do damage equal to 1d4 + caster level. All
missiles must be aimed at a single target.

20 23

As above, but you hurl 1d4+2 missiles that each do damage equal to 1d6 + caster level.
Each missile can be aimed at a separate target.

24 27

As above, but you hurl one extremely powerful missile that does damage equal to 4d12 +
caster level. Range is increased to 1,000’, provided line of sight is maintained.

28 29

As above, but you hurl 1d6+2 missiles that each do damage equal to 1d8 + caster level.
Range is increased to line of sight, as long as the missiles travel in a direct path.

30 31

As above, but you hurl 2d6+1 missiles that each do damage equal to 1d8 + caster level.
Each missile can be aimed at a separate target. Range is line of sight, regardless of wheth
er a direct path exists; e.g., you may launch a magic missile through a crystal ball or other
scrying device. These missiles have limited ability to defy magic shield and other protec
tions; compare this spell check against the spell check used to create the magic shield. If
the magic missile check is higher, the magic shield has only a 50% chance of absorbing the
missiles (roll individually for each missile). Any missiles that make it through do damage
equal to 1d8 + caster level, as noted above.

32+

As above, but you hurl 3d4+2 missiles that each do damage equal to 1d10 + caster level.
You may direct these missiles individually as a single action, or you may direct them all at
a single target that is not present or visible, provided you have speciﬁc knowledge of that
target. In this case, you must have a physical memento of the target (hair, ﬁngernail, vial
of blood, etc.) and spend 1 turn concentrating to cast the spell, then continue concentrat
ing as the missiles seek their target. The missiles seek out this target even if it is concealed
or invisible, though they have a maximum range of 100 miles. The missiles turn, curve,
re trace their route, and make every effort to reach the target, although they cannot cross
planes. The missiles can travel up to 10 miles per second provided no obstacles are pres
ent, but speed is much lower if, for example, they must navigate underground caverns.
Provided a direct route exists, the missiles strike the target unerringly.
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Magic Shield
Level

1

Range

Touch

Duration

Varies

Casting time

1 action

Save

None

Manifestation

Roll 1d6: (1) disc of shimmering blue force; (2) yellowish force ﬁeld; (3) giant hand that
picks off attacks; (4) buckler that emits radiant light; (5) black, bottomless tear in the seam
of reality; (6) whirlwind of air that buffets attackers.

General

You conjure up a magical shield that defends you from opponents.

1 11

Lost. Failure.

12 13

You receive a weak shield that provides a +2 bonus to AC for 1d6 rounds.

14 17

You receive a shield that provides a +4 bonus to AC for 2d6 rounds.

18 19

You are able to control a shield that provides a +4 bonus to AC for 1d4 turns. When cast
ing the spell, you can apply the shield to yourself or one target you can touch.

20 23

As above, but the shield also blocks magic missiles automatically (missiles usually have no
effect; see magic missile spell description).

24 27

As above, and the shield also blocks attacks from mundane projectiles. You reduce dam
age from any arrow, sling stone, bolt, dart, or other ranged weapon by 10 points per at
tack for the duration of the spell.

28 29

As above, but two shields are created. You are automatically shielded, and you can apply
the other shield to one other you touches while casting the spell.

30 31

As above, but the shield provides a +6 bonus to AC.

32+

As above, but you can shield yourself and up to 1d6 other creatures you touch when cast
ing the spell (e.g., by linking hands).
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Mending
Level

1

Range

5’

Duration

Varies

Casting time

1 round

Save

None

Manifestation

Roll 1d4: (1) object glows; (2) object disappears then reappears mended; (3) swarm of
tiny gnomes crawl out from under nooks and crannies to repair object with hammer and
anvil; then they run away; (4) object melts and then reforms mended.

General

You can repair damaged objects, generally of a simple and mundane nature. The reverse
spell, tear, can cause minor defects and offers a Fort save to the affected object.

1 11

Lost. Failure.

12 13

You can repair a minor defect in a simple object of non magical, non living nature. The
defect to be repaired must be of a single material, be no more than 1 cubic foot in vol
ume, and contain no moving parts or complex mechanisms. Once repaired, the object is
as good as new. Examples: mend a torn shirt, repair a dent in a helmet, connect the two
halves of a broken sword, or restring a broken bow. The repair lasts for 24 hours.

14 17

As above, but the repair lasts for one week.

18 19

As above, but the repair is permanent. There is a 10% chance that the repaired object is
actually substituted for a similar whole object. For example, instead of mending a torn
tunic, an intact but different tunic appears. Somewhere, someone’s intact tunic was re
placed by your torn one!

20 23

You can permanently repair one complex object with moving parts and multiple ele
ments. For example, you could repair a crossbow or a locked door. The size of the object
can be up to your weight or volume. There is no chance of substitution.

24 27

As above, but the spell’s range is extended to 100’.

28 29

As above, but you can repair large, complex objects up to a weight of one ton per caster
level. For example, you could reform the broken battlements of a tower with this spell.
Larger objects take longer to mend, typically requiring concentration of one round per
ton of weight.

30 31

As above, but you can now repair magical objects as well. Note that the speciﬁc object in
question may require additional components beyond the scope of the normal casting of
this spell. For example, a chinked magic sword could be mended normally, but mending
a broken wizard staff may require the same elemental energies that were present when
it was created.

32+

As above, but you can now mend living things. Casting this spell on a living creature
heals one wound per casting, or the equivalent of 2d6 hit points of damage.
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Patron Bond
Level

1

Range

Self or touch (see below)

Duration

Lifetime

Casting time

1 week + quests as ordered

Save

None

Manifestation

Varies

General

You commit yourself to the service of a supernatural lord, forming a pact to gain its sup
port as your patron so long as you continue to please it with your service. Your patron
may be a demon, devil, ghost, spirit, elemental, angel, chaos lord, or other supernatural
being who accepts your service. The initial ceremony takes one week to complete. Once
the pact is made, you may invoke your patron’s support with the spell invoke patron, and
it may or may not answer as it sees ﬁt. In return for your patron’s assistance, it may ask
you to do certain things. You must act faithfully in its service at all times, lest it cast you
off. You may perform more than one ceremony to serve multiple masters, but doing so
may raise questions as to your true loyalties. Be advised that this is dangerous magic.
A supernatural patron is not the same as the deity that a cleric may worship. You are in
communion with almighty spirits: be forewarned.
Alternately, once you have formed a bond with your patron, this spell may be cast to
create a bond between another mortal and your patron. The mortal need not be a spell
caster; in fact, they usually are not. In this case, both you and the recipient must spend a
week on the ceremony, which requires a mighty oath to declare allegiance to the patron.
Very powerful creatures are more likely to successfully bond with patrons (who look
more favorably upon powerful followers). Typically, a casting of patron bond on behalf
of another receives a bonus of +2 if the subject is of 5th level (5 HD) or higher, and +4
if the subject is of 9th level (9 HD) or higher. At the end of the ceremony, the casting of
the spell seals the bond. Recruiting additional followers for your patron will bring you
favor, and may grant boons to the other followers; though, their patron will ask fealty of
them in exchange.
Note that continued casting of this spell may taint you, both spiritually and physically.
When Cast on Self

When Cast on Other

1 11

Failure. Unlike normal spells, this spell is lost for an entire month, not simply one day.

12 13

You make contact with your patron and
successfully negotiate the terms of your
compact. You learn the spell invoke patron
as it relates to your patron, but you may
only cast it once per week. Each time
you cast invoke patron, you are indebted
to your patron, who will call in the debt
at some point. Your patron marks you as
its servant via an inconspicuous brand
or symbol somewhere on your body.
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You form a simple bond between the subject
and your patron. The patron is aware of this
subject, who is one among many. The subject
may attempt a DC 20 Luck check once per
month to ask a minor favor from the patron,
which manifests in a non magical manner.
(For example, if short of gold to pay for a fer
ry crossing, the subject may be lucky enough
to ﬁnd a ﬁsherman willing to offer a free trip
across the river.) Each time such a Luck check
is attempted, there is a 1% cumulative chance
that the patron asks for something in return.
You are looked upon favorably for bringing
more followers to your patron; for every 10
followers recruited and bonded, you receive
a +1 bonus to future patron bond and invoke
patron checks (max +5 bonus).

Patron Bond (continued)
14 17

As above, and you are considered a use
ful pawn. You receive a prominent mark
of the patron on your hand or face. You
may cast invoke patron once per day.

As above, and the subject is more attuned to
the desires of his patron. The subject receives
a prominent mark of the patron on his hand
or face, and his once monthly Luck check has
a DC 18 threshold.

18 19

As above, and the patron offers you a
mark of favor. The mark grants a +1 bo
nus to your spell checks when casting
invoke patron.

As above, and the subject is important to the
patron. The once monthly Luck check has a
DC 16 threshold.

20 23

As above, and you can cast invoke patron
up to twice per day.

As above, and the patron is inexplicably fond
of the subject. The patron probably has some
use for this subject in the future, which both
of you will discover when the time is right.
The patron bestows a minor boon to both you
and the subject, in the form of (roll 1d4): (1)
+1 hit point; (2) +1 to the ability favored by
the patron; (3) +50 XP; (4) +1 Luck.

24 27

As above, and the patron gives a gift (for
which a counter gift is to be expected,
of course). The gift grants a +2 bonus
to one attribute as long as you maintain
your pact.

As above, and this subject can make a DC 16
Luck check once a month to ask a minor favor
from the patron (at a 1% chance per request of
a counter favor being requested), and he also
receives a randomly determined minor boon.
Additionally, the subject ﬁnds himself to be
extremely useful to the patron. The patron
sends followers to aid the subject’s natural
actions. The followers consist of 1d4+1 war
riors, each of level 1d3. All bear the mark of
the patron. They serve with absolute loyalty
(no morale checks are ever required) and ask
for nothing in return save adherence to the
principles of your mutual patron.

28 29

As above, and your patron considers you
indispensable to his long term goals. He
is eager to solicit your service. You can
cast invoke patron up to three times per
day.

As above, and the subject may ask for major
favors with his DC 16 Luck check, which may
manifest in a magical manner. For example, if
attempting the same ferry crossing referenced
above, the subject may suddenly ﬁnd a giant
eagle comes to ﬂy him across the river. Each
request now comes with a 2% cumulative
chance that the patron asks for something in
return.

30 31

As above, and you receive a +2 bonus to
spell checks for invoke patron.

As above, and the patron grants a major boon
(in addition to the minor boon) to both you
and the subject. The major boon consist of
(roll 1d4): (1) +1d4 hit points; (2) +100 XP;
(3) +2 Luck; (4) +1 to saving throw of your
choice.

32+

As above, and you can cast invoke patron
up to four times per day.

As above, and the threshold for favors is re
duced to a DC 14 Luck check.
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Read Magic
Level

1

Range

5’

Duration

Varies

Casting time

1 round

Save

None

Manifestation

Roll 1d4: (1) your eyes glow; (2) text glows; (3) letters of text ﬂow into new, legible shapes;
(4) none.

General

You are able to read magical text, such as magical scrolls, books, and tomes, as well as
magical inscriptions on swords, arches, and the like. This allows comprehension but does
not activate the spell. You can learn the reverse of this spell, called obfuscate magic, which
renders magical text illegible (even with the aid of this spell).

1 11

Lost. Failure.

12 13

You can read magic for 1 round, long enough to read a single sentence or phrase. You re
tain understanding of this phrase even after the duration ends. Reading a complete spell
scroll typically takes 1 turn per spell level, so this is not enough time to read a complete
spell.

14 17

As above, but you can read for up to 1 turn.

18 19

As above, but you can read for up to 2 turns.

20 23

As above, but you can read for up to 3 turns.

24 27

As above, but the spell allows all viewers within 5’ of you to understand the writing.

28 29

As above, but the spell’s duration is 1 hour.

30 31

As above, but the spell’s duration is 1 day.

32+

As above, but the spell’s duration is 1 week.
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Ropework
Level

1

Range

30’ or more

Duration

Varies

Casting time

1 round

Save

None

Manifestation

Roll 1d4: (1) normal rope appears from thin air; (2) rope drops down from above; (3) rope
explodes from the ground like a serpent, then changes to look like rope; (4) multi colored
threads sprout from the ground and coalesce into a rope.

General

You are able to summon a rope from nowhere and command it to do your bidding. The
rope can be used to entangle foes, climb walls, cross ravines, lift friends or enemies,
shape itself into writing, or do other amazing things. Unlike other spells, casting ropework
allows you to choose any result at or below your spell check.

1 11

Lost. Failure.

12 13

You can summon a rope of up to 100’ in length from nowhere. The rope remains in exis
tence for 1 turn.

14 17

You can summon a rope as above. Using an existing rope or the summoned one, you can
command the rope to rearrange itself into any shape. This can be a symbol (such as an
arrow or square), writing (cursive or block), numbers, or anything else. The rope takes
1d4 rounds to arrange itself, depending on the complexity of the request.

18 19

You can summon a rope as above. Using an existing rope or the summoned one, you can
command the rope to entangle one target. The rope rapidly loops itself around the target,
then constricts. The target receives a Reﬂex save against the spell check DC to escape;
otherwise, it is constrained. A constrained target cannot move or take any action other
than to talk. Once constrained, the target can attempt on future rounds to escape with a
Strength or Agility check (to burst the rope or wiggle free) against the spell check DC.

20 23

You can summon a rope as above. Using an existing rope or the summoned one, you can
command the rope to rise into the air. The rope can rise straight up, at an angle, or hang
in the air horizontally. It does not need to be anchored to anything and will support up
to 400 pounds of weight without being anchored (anchoring it may allow it to support
more weight). The rope can be climbed as normal. The rope will remain in this position,
magically ﬂoating in the air, for up to 1 turn, at which point it drops to the ground.

24 27

You can summon a rope as above. Using an existing rope or the summoned one, you can
command the rope to lift a target into the air. The rope will loop itself lightly around the
legs and waist of the target (requiring about 5 feet of its total length), then lift the target
to whatever height you indicate, as long as the base of the rope still touches the ground.
The rope can lift a target that weighs up to 400 pounds. The target can be lifted straight
up or at an angle, at a speed of 50’ per round.

28 29

You can summon a rope as above. Using an existing rope or the summoned one, you can
command the rope to entangle a target (as result 18 19 above) or lift it up (as result 24 27
above), and then also have the rope move as an inchworm, holding the target, at a speed
of up to 30’ per round. The rope can be commanded to move up to 1 turn as long as one
end of it is within 30’ of you.

30 31

As any result above, and the spell’s range is extended to 300’.

32+

As any result above, and the spell’s duration is increased to 1 hour.
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Runic Alphabet, Mortal
Level

1

Range

One inscribed rune

Duration

Until triggered

Casting time

1 turn

Save

Will save vs. spell check; 2 penalty if of opposed alignment to caster

Manifestation

Inscribed rune

General

Wizards learn alphabets of magic symbols, which, when traced, cause incredible things
to happen. There are different alphabets: dwarven runes, elder sigils, the hieroglyphs of
the sphinxes, and the signs of individual mages. With this spell, you can render the sim
plest runes, those comprehensible to mortals. Your alignment is imbued in the rune you
trace, and a being triggering the rune of an opposing alignment suffers more dire effects.
You trace the sign using costly rare materials that must be purchased ahead of time for
50 gp per rune. The spell check is made, determining which energies you can imbue in
your rune; you can choose one rune at or below the result of the check, with the choice
made when the rune is inscribed. The rune can be traced in any object: brooch, book,
tombstone, archway, door, ﬂoor, tabletop, etc. Subtract 2 from the spell check to trace the
run in mid air; 4 to trace the run invisibly; or 8 to trace the rune permanently (does not
vanish when triggered). The effect is triggered per the speciﬁc sign as described below:
when touched, passed, gazed upon, etc. On a failed spell check, the sign ﬁzzles and dis
solves, and the materials use to make it are lost. On a success, the spell check becomes
the DC for the opposing save. You can identify an unknown rune with a successful spell
check against the caster’s check result.

1 11

Lost. Failure.

12 13

Alarm. A loud alarm sounds when the target object (up to man sized) is disturbed (no
save). At +4 to the spell check DC, you can cause the alarm to notify you mentally and
emit no audible noise.

14 17

Message. The rune chants a predetermined message when triggered (no save). The mes
sage may be repeated up to three times.

18 19

Block. Creatures are unable to pass through or by the target door, window, portal, or in
animate object (Will save resists).

20 23

Immobility. Creatures attempting to move the target object (up to man sized, including
aggregated objects such as a pile of coins) cannot lift or move it (Will save resists).

24 27

Veracity. Creatures cannot lie or deceive within sight of this rune (Will save resists).

28 29

Forgetfulness. Creatures viewing the target object (up to size of one man per caster level)
forget that it exists the moment their attention is removed from it (Will save resists).

30 31

Sleep. Creatures viewing the triggering rune fall asleep (Will save resists). The sleep is
normal and the target can be awakened through normal means.

32+

Curse. The rune delivers a minor curse to the creature that views it (Will save resists). The
curse drains 1d6 points of Luck and may have one other irritating secondary effect. (See
appendix C for more info.)
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Sleep
Level

1

Range

60’

Duration

Varies

Casting time

1 action

Save

Will vs. check

Manifestation

Roll 1d4: (1) ray of shimmering dust; (2) swan’s wings which rise from the earth to enfold
target; (3) soft white clouds that engulf target’s head; (4) waves of blue light.

General

You lull a target into a deep, sound sleep.

1 11

Lost. Failure.

12 13

One target within range must make Will save vs. spell check DC or fall asleep for 1d6
turns. Target can be awakened through normal means. When casting the spell, you must
specify an interrupt condition which automatically awakens the target. For example, be
ing kissed by a prince, smelling the fragrance of a rose, or hearing a clock strike midnight.
You must possess material components related to the interrupt condition.

14 17

As above, but up to two targets.

18 19

As above, but up to three targets, and they sleep for 1d4 hours.

20 23

Four targets as above or one single target that is placed in supernatural sleep for 1d4
hours. Aside from the interrupt condition, this sleep cannot be disrupted by mortal
means. Only a dispel magic spell, the touch of an extraplanar creature, or similar anti
magic or cancellation effects disrupts the sleep.

24 27

As above, but up to eight targets are placed into a supernatural sleep for 1d7 days or one
target suffers the same effect with no saving throw.

28 29

As above, but the spell’s duration is 3d10 weeks.

30 31

As above, but the spell’s duration is 2d6 years.

32+

As above, but the spell’s duration is indeﬁnite until interrupted.
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Spider Climb
Level

1

Range

Self or touch (see below)

Duration

1 turn per caster level

Casting time

1 action

Save

None

Manifestation

Roll 1d4: (1) four extra spider like limbs sprout from your torso; (2) your hands and feet
ooze sticky goo; (3) your ﬁngers and toes glow with a strange orange light; (4) you grow
six additional eyes.

General

You are gifted with the spider’s ability to climb vertical surfaces.

1 11

Lost. Failure.

12 13

You become much more skilled at climbing, gaining a +10 bonus to Climb checks as long
as your hands and feet are bare. Items weighing less than 5 lbs. stick to your hands dur
ing this time, making spellcasting impossible for the duration.

14 17

As above, but you gain a +20 bonus to Climb checks.

18 19

You gain the actual climbing ability of a spider. You can hang upside down, climb com
pletely vertical surfaces with no hand holds, move across spider webs, and even scurry
along upside down at obtuse angles. You move at your normal speed and need never
make Climb checks. You are immune to web spells. Your hands and feet must remain
bare, and your ability to handle objects is limited as above.

20 23

As above, but you need not have bare hands or feet.

24 27

As above, but you can affect yourself or one other person you touch when casting the
spell.

28 29

As above, but your ability to handle objects is not hindered. You can cast other spells
while under the effects of this one.

30 31

As above, but the spell’s duration is extended to 1 hour per caster level.

32+

As above, but the spell’s duration is extended to 1 day per caster level.
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Ventriloquism
Level

1

Range

Varies

Duration

Varies

Casting time

1 action

Save

Will vs. check

Manifestation

Varies with check (see below). Roll 1d4: (1) “heat waves” in area of sound; (2) puffs of air
and disturbance of dust, as if someone were speaking from that position; (3) sparkling
air; (4) echo or reverberation.

General

You project the sound of your voice from another place, such as an adjacent room, an
animal or statue, down a hallway, etc.

1 11

Lost. Failure.

12 13

You can project one short phrase in your own voice to a place within 30’ and within line
of sight. The position of origin is subject to the visual manifestation described above.
Listeners receive a Will save (rolled by judge), or they hear the voice from its true origin
(your mouth).

14 17

As above, but you can simulate another sound or voice you have heard. For example,
you can make the goblin captain appear to shout “Retreat!” in the goblin’s own voice.

18 19

As above, but there is no visual manifestation.

20 23

As above, but there is no visual manifestation, and listeners receive no save. In short, you
project your own voice or a sound or voice you have heard to a spot within 30’.

24 27

As above, but the spell’s range is extended to 60’, and you can issue forth ongoing sounds
for up to 1 turn, as long as you concentrate. The sounds can be alternating voices, such
that you can simulate a conversation.

28 29

As above, but the spell’s range is extended up to 300’, and the spell persists as long as
you concentrate, for up to 24 hours.

30 31

As above, but the spell’s range is extended to 1 mile.

32+

As above, but the spell’s range is effectively unlimited, as long as you have visibility
to the location where you throw your voice. This can include using the spell through
scrying objects and crystal balls. Transfer of your voice to another plane or dimension
requires a separate, additional spell check against DC 30.
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Ward Portal
Level

1

Range

10’

Duration

Varies

Casting time

1 action

Save

None

Manifestation

Roll 1d6: (1) sigil engraved upon portal; (2) portal clouded by unnatural shadow; (3)
portal turns to stone/iron/steel/rock; (4) magic circle encloses portal; (5) mass of chains
and ropes binds portal; (6) no visible effect.

General

You magically ward a portal against passage. Any door, trap door, gate, portcullis, grate,
or other such portal can be affected.

1 11

Lost. Failure.

12 13

Portal is stuck fast but can still be opened by mortal means with immense effort (DC 30
Strength check).

14 17

Portal is held in place for 2d6x10 minutes. It cannot be opened by mortal means, though
a knock spell or powerful magical creature can open it.

18 19

Portal is held in place as above but for 2d6 x 10 hours.

20 23

Portal completely disappears, leaving in its place only a blank space of wall. During this
time, no passage is possible via normal means. Portal can be detected with a detect invisibility spell; if detected, it is treated as locked, per above. Portal re appears in 2d6 x10
hours, at which point it is locked as above.

24 27

As above, but the portal disappears for 2d6 x10 days and is locked thereafter for 2x6 x10
weeks. Additionally, any creature that opens the portal during this time (through magi
cal means, of course) is subject to a curse: Will save or 4 Luck (permanent).

28 29

As above, but the spell’s duration is doubled.

30 31

As above, and a guardian is summoned. Any creature that attempts to open the door is
attacked by something that lashes out from the door: (1) tentacles; (2) fangs; (3) claws;
(4) barbed tail. The attacking appendage has the following statistics: Atk +12, 2d6 dmg,
AC 18, 40 hp.

32+

As above, but the portal disappears for entire period.
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